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Recently, I have read the book titled “POLICE KI BARAT (पुलिस की बारात फूलनदेवी और चंबल गैंग (उत्तर प्रदेश क्राइम फाइल))” by Shri Brijlal, retired IPS & former DGP of Uttar Pradesh, present Rajya Sabha member. The author of the book is an eminent police officer cum intellectual politician and a well-known writer who bluntly writes on the social issues which focuses on the wellbeing of the people.
The book is written in a very lucid manner and it is a reader friendly with an attractive cover page. The whole book is divided into twelve chapters which comprehensively leads the readers from one situation to another situation till the end.

As the book title suggests the book is very interesting and it is purely concentrated on the crimes of gangsters and their different situations in the northern state of our country that is Uttar Pradesh. where the author was posted under his service. The book has included different gangster stories in which Phulan devi gang is also included. The book is purely discussed how the gangsters form a gang and how they work being underground and how these gangs brought to an end by the police teams under the intelligent police officers’ supervision. The author of the book has narrated the book as a story telling by keeping himself as the subject. In between the book has included many original pictures cum news paper cuttings which are adding more interest to the readers to complete the book progressively.

I found the book font is bit inconvenient as its in Hindi medium. It could have been good if the font was bigger that it is in the book. I recommend this book particularly to the civil service aspirants and the state service aspirants to enhance their idea and interest about the team work and how to deal with the evil happenings in our country being a future IPS/IAS officer. Moreover, being an Indian we all should read the Hindi medium books besides English medium books to encourage the Hindi writers.